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In most human populations surnames follow a patri-
lineal transmission in the same way as Y chromosome. 
Surnames, even being of cultural and not of biological 
origin, are transmitted according to rules followed by 
genes. In this context they can be used as neutral markers 
to study the populations’ genetic structure or isolation and 
migratory processes (intensity and direction).

Most of investigations conducted in different countries 
have used data based on the whole country samples. Their 
results have confi rmed the use of surnames as good esti-
mators of populations’ genetic structure indicating, in ad-
dition, that isonymic distances vary according to geo-
graphic ones.

In the last years some investigations have been con-
ducted to analyze the genetic structure of the Albanian 
population by the use of some metric traits, blood groups 
frequency and even distribution of surnames1–3. In a previ-
ous work4 the whole population has been analyzed through 
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The genetic structure of a rural isolated population living in Kukës District in northern part of Albania, was analyzed 
through the surnames distribution. The data suitable for this analysis were obtained from Electoral Register (2009) of-
fered by Central Election Commission of Albania. In order to estimate the population diversity, the information from the 
populations of 10 administrative units (municipalities) for a total of 1768 surnames belonging to 39571 individuals was 
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(F), were obtained. Different genetic distances between all possible pairs of 10 municipalities (populations) were calcu-
lated and the correlation with geographic distance was tested. Lasker’s, Nei and Euclidean distances were positively 
correlated with geographic distance, indicating the presence of isolation by distance. In addition, the application of mul-
tivariate analysis such as Cluster and Principal Components to isonymic distance matrix revealed that the trend of ge-
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IntroductionIntroduction

isonymic methods obtaining important indicators on the 
role of migration and drift in the defi nition of genetic 
structure of the population.

As the purpose of the present work we have choose to 
investigate through isonymic methods the genetic struc-
ture of Kukës population, a small and isolated region in 
North Albania. We were interested to examine the expec-
tations of the isonymic distance variation with geography 
and to show the possible presence of isolation by distance.

Materials and MethodsMaterials and Methods

Kukësi districtKukësi district

The district lies in the northeastern part of Albania 
(Figure 1) and is bordered by District of Prizren (Kosovo) 
in the east and northeast, by Has District in the north, by 
Pukë District and Mirditë District in the west and by 
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Dibër District in the south. Kukësi (42°04′36″N 20°25′18″E) 
is the center of the district with the same name. It is 
933.86 km2 in size and has a population of 47,985 (2011 
census). It was recently reorganized according to the local 
government reform by merging the former municipalities 
Arrën, Bicaj, Bushtricë, Grykë-Çajë, Kalis, Kolsh, Kukës, 
Malzi, Shishtavec, Shtiqën, Surroj, Tërthore, Topojan, 
Ujmisht and Zapod.

Data sourceData source

All the data used in this paper were the voters’ sur-
names of 2009 parliamentary elections. The data were 
offered by voting lists of Central Election Commission of 
the country. In Albania voting is allowed for all the people 
of age 18 years. From this point of view our sample under 
investigation represents all the reproductive population. 
All the individual surnames were registered according to 
their settlement in 10 municipalities (called populations 
in the present paper) of Kukës district. As a matter of fact 
the real number of municipalities (or populations) of Kukës 
district was 15 but for election reasons, according to Elec-
toral Code (2009), the municipalities Kukës and Kolsh; 
Bicaj and Ujmisht; Bushtricë, Grykë-Çaj and Kalis; Surroj 
and Arrën have been merged. Our sample was made of 
1768 surnames belonging to 39571 individuals from 10 
municipalities (populations) as indicated in Table 1.

Isonymy parametersIsonymy parameters

Based on surname distribution, Fisher’ α, an indicator 
of surname richness, was calculated according to5:

1/α = ∑ k (pik) 2 – 1/Ni

Random isonymy within each population was calcu-
lated as:

Iii = 1/α

From random isonymy, the coeffi cient of consanguinity 
was calculated according to the defi nition of 6 as

F = Iii / 4

On the other side, random isonymy between popula-
tions was estimated according to7as:

Iij = ∑k pik x pjk

where pik and pjk are relative frequencies of the k-th sur-
name in the i-th and j-th population respectively and the 
sum is over all surnames.

In order to assess the isolation by distance, the linear 
correlation between geographic distances and different 
surname distances (Nei’s, Lasker’s, Relethford’s and Eu-
clidean) of the populations under investigation were ob-
tained. Nei’s distance was estimated according to8 as

Nd = –log (Iij/√(IiixIjj)

Lasker’s distance was defi ned according to7 as
L = –ln(Iij)

Euclidean distance10 between populations I and J was 
estimated as

D = √ (1 – cosθ)   where   cosθ = ∑k √ pik x pjk

Relethford distance11 was calculated as
d2 = Iii – 2Iij

where Iii and Iij were above defi ned.
In addition, distances between centers of populations 

(municipalities) were used as geographic ones that allowed 
us to construct the matrix of geographic distances. Cluster 
and Principal Components multivariate analysis were ap-
plied to distance matrices. Surname relationships be-
tween populations were graphically illustrated through 
dendrograms that were constructed from distance matri-
ces using UPGMA algorithm of STATISTICA package 
(version 7).

Results and DiscussionResults and Discussion
Frequency distribution of surnamesFrequency distribution of surnames

The logarithmic transformation of surname distribu-
tion is shown in Figure 2. The graph shows the distribu-

Fig. 1. Geographic position and the populations of
Kukës district.

TABLE 1TABLE 1
SAMPLE SIZE AND SURNAME NUMBERS FOR ALL THE 

POPULATIONS

Population  N   S

  1. Bicaj   5’586    133
  2. Bushtricë   2’520    112
  3. Kukës 16’067    829
  4. Malzi   2’521    156
  5. Shishtavec   3’564    156
  6. Shtiqen   2’350      74
  7. Surroj   1’416      69
  8. Tërthore   2’070      73
  9. Topojan   1’565      70
10. Zapod   1’912      96

Sum 39’571 1’768
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tion of logarithmic value of surname number (S) appear-
ing k times.

The linearity of the distribution is evident and it is very 
similar to that obtained in some other investigations in 
different European countries9,12,13. It suggests the presence 
of the relatively late migration process in the populations 
under the study. This graph enabled us to better analyze 
the migration process. The increase of the graph’s slope 
during the transition from occurence 2 to occurrence 1 
indicates migration prevalence of single individuals over 
small groups.

In order to better describe especially the spatial struc-
ture of the populations under ivestigation some structure 
parameters were estimated based on distribution of sur-
names (Table 2).

One of the most interesting parameters was Fisher’s 
α, an indicator of surname richness and population diver-
sity. A small value of Fisher’s α indicates that the popula-
tion could be closed to migration processes and conse-
quently with large inbreeding and drift. Conversely, a 

large value of α would indicate an open population to mi-
gration and low inbreeding. In terms of population diver-
sity, by taking into account the above parameters we ob-
served that the populations with higher values of Fisher’s 
α were Kukës (α = 139.49), Bushtricë (α = 53.21), Shishtavec 
(α = 52.82) and Malzi (α = 50.74), whereas those with low-
er values of Fisher’s α were: Topojan (α 7.26), Shtiqen (α = 
12.32) and Surroj (α = 13.04). Generally speaking, the 
populations with higher Fisher’s α value would correspond 
to most densely populated municipalities but this was not 
always respected; Bicaj population, for example, had higher 
population size but presented an intermediate value of α.

Another important parameter was the coeffi cient of 
consangiunity by isonymy (F = Iii/4) evaluated according 
to6. Obviously, the population with higher F values wold 
be the most isolated and with less surname diversity. The 
populations of Topojan, Shtiqen, Surroj and Tërthore that 
presented tho lowest values of α were the most isolated 
and consequently with higher level of consanguinity. Dis-
tribution of the populations according to F value is shown 
graphically in Figure 3.

Isolation by distanceIsolation by distance

The presence of isolation by distance was investigated 
by the analysis of linear correlations between geographic 
distance and surname ones. The highest values were 
found with Euclidean (0.640), Lasker (0.582) and Nei 
(0.455) distances respectively. On the other side, we found 
high correlation values between Nei – Euclidean (r = 
0.697) and Nei – Lasker (r = 0.951) surname distances 
that were similar to other investigations in some other 
countries12,13.

As an example, in Figure 4 it is shown the variation of 
the geographic and Lasker’s distances for the populations 
under investigation. The increase of geographic distance 
was followed by the increase of Lasker’s surname distance 
that, otherwise, could be expressed as the decrease of the 
populations similarity. We think that in the present case, 
the mountainous relief of the whole district was another 
isolation factor, other than geographic distance.

Relationships between populations in Kukës district 
were analysed by applying multivariate Cluster and Prin-

Fig. 2. Logarithmic distribution of surname number (S) 
occuring k times.

Fig. 3. F value and the distribution of the populations.

TABLE 2TABLE 2
SAMPLE SIZE (N), NUMBER OF SURNAMES (S), NUMBER
OF SURNAMES OF FREQUENCY 1 (S1), FISHER’S α AND 

COEFFICIENT OF CONSANGUINITY BY ISONYMY F

Populations N  S S1 α F x (104)

  1. Bicaj 5’586  133 43 38.51 64.5
  2. Bushtricë 2’520  112 15 53.21 46
  3. Kukës 16’067 829 184 139.49 17.8
  4. Malzi 2’521  156 32 50.74 48.3
  5. Shishtavec 3’564  156 22 52.82 46.6
  6. Shtiqen 2’350  74 21 12.32 201.8
  7. Surroj 1’416  69 31 13.40 184.8
  8. Tërthore 2’070  73 33 15.86 156.3
  9. Topojan 1’565  70 18 7.26 342.4
10. Zapod 1’912  96 15 36.13 67.9

Total  39’571 1’768 414
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cipal Components analysis to different surnames matri-
ces. Here we are showing the results obtained with Lask-
er’s matrix. The scatter of the populations according to the 
fi rst two principal components that explained nearly 64% 
of the variation is shown in Figure 5.

It was observed the tendency of the formation of three 
main groups: the fi rst one was composed of Kukës, Bush-
tricë, Bicaj and Malzi, the second included Shishtavec, 
Topojan, Zapod and Malzi and the third one was formed 
by Surroj and Tërthore populations.

Nearly the same tendency was observed even by apply-
ing Cluster analysis to the same matrix as is shown in the 
Figure 6.

It is interesting to stress out that the populations of the 
same group had similar values of Fisher’s α. For example 
the populations of Kukës, Bushtricë, Bicaj were among 
them of higher α values (with the exception of Shtiqen 
population). On the other side, the position of the two 
populations namely Tërthore and Surroj, that standed 
nearly at the margins of the scatter, could be explained by 
the fact thar they were among them of the lowest α value.

Another interesting result was that the three main 
observed clusters identifi ed generally the geographic 
neighborhood correspondence for the populations of the 
same cluster as shown in the Figure 1. The only exception 
was the position of Malzi population that didn’t coincide 
with that of the cluster.

In conclusion, we can confi rm the validiy of isonymy 
method for the assesment of different population structure 
and processes even in rather small territories. According 
to this methodology we were able to analyse and conse-
quently to identify specifi c charactersistics of the popula-
tions of Kukës district. In this context, it was possible to 
demonstrate the important role of isolation by distance 
and drift underlying them as special factors in the defi ni-
tion of district genetic structure.
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Fig. 4. Variation of Lasker’s distance between the
populations and the geographic distance. Relationships 

between populations.

Fig. 5. Scatter of the populations in the space of two
Principal Components.

Fig. 6. Relationships between the populations according to 
Cluster analysis.
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GENETSKA STRUKTURA IZOLIRANOG RURALNOG STANOVNIŠTVA U SJEVERNOJ ALBANIJI GENETSKA STRUKTURA IZOLIRANOG RURALNOG STANOVNIŠTVA U SJEVERNOJ ALBANIJI 
EVALUIRANA UZ POMOĆ METODE ISONIMIJEEVALUIRANA UZ POMOĆ METODE ISONIMIJE

S A Ž E T A KS A Ž E T A K

Genetska struktura seoske izolirane populacije koja živi u okrugu Kukes u sjevernom dijelu Albanije je analizirana 
kroz distribuciju prezimena. Podaci pogodni za ovu analizu su dobiveni od popisa birača (2009) od Središnjeg izbornog 
povjerenstva Albanije. Kako bi se procijenila raznolikost populacije, korišteni su podaci iz populacije od 10 upravnih 
jedinica (općina) za ukupno 1768 prezimena koja pripadaju 39571 pojedincu. Pokazatelji genetske strukture poput Fis-
herovog α, procjena raznolikosti prezimena i koefi cijenta srodstva (F), su dobiveni iz mjerenja. Različite genetske udal-
jenosti između svih mogućih parova 10 općina (populacije) su izračunate i ispitana je korelacija s geografske udaljenosti. 
Lasker-a, Nei i euklidske udaljenosti su u pozitivnoj korelaciji s geografske udaljenosti, što ukazuje na prisutnost izola-
cije po udaljenosti. Osim toga, primjena multivarijatne analize, kao što su klaster i osnovne komponente za isonimijske 
matrice udaljenosti je pokazala da je trend genetskih odnosa među ispitivanim populacijama bio u skladu s njihovim 
geografskim lokacijama. Ovo je važan pokazatelj da geografska udaljenost može biti faktor u defi niciji genetske struk-
ture gore nevedenog stanovništva.




